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1: Lonely Planet San Francisco by Lonely Planet
San Francisco set the gold standard for Wild West saloons, but drinking was driven underground in the s with
Prohibition. Today, San Francisco celebrates its speakeasies and vintage saloons - and with Wine Country and local
distillers providing a steady supply of America's finest hooch, the West remains wild.

Paperback Verified Purchase Depending on what kind of traveller you are, you opt for different guides. I like
Lonely Planet because they are sturdy, jam packed with information which is important when space and
weight are factors , and fairly thorough. This Lonely Planet is no exception. Lonely Planet is based in
Oakland. This is about San Francisco. One thinks they ought to get this one right, out of any other guidebook.
The information is spot on. The tone is decidely liberal. This has been critisized in other reviews, but I think it
is important since it reflects the attitude of the city. Yes, San Franciscans think exactly that way. The tone of
the book is the tone of the people. There are decent maps for each neighborhood, and one pull out map in the
back. I would expect this guidebook to be on par with the Washington DC guidebook wherein all the maps are
conveniently in the back in one place, and everything is cross referenced easily. You read it, it tells you what
map, what page, and what site number. Flip to that map, bingo. Flip to that page, bingo. This one keeps you
flipping and turning without the benefit of the cross referencing. So all in all an accurate and useful
guidebook. Information is accurate, maps aare decent. Worthy of the LP label.
2: San Francisco Bay View Â» Lonely Planet Guidebook
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art The expanded SFMOMA is a mind-boggling feat, tripled in size to accommodate
a sprawling collection of modern masterworks and 19 concurrent exhibitions over 10 floors - but, then again, SFMOMA
has defied limits ever .

3: San Francisco: informazioni per visitare la cittÃ - Lonely Planet
San Francisco, aka San Pancho, is another fishing pueblo turned vacation spot, with prettier beaches and a less
obvious gringo footprint than you'll find in popular Sayulita, a couple of beaches south. There's less action here too,
unless you count those real-life gauchos riding horses through the.

4: www.enganchecubano.com: Customer reviews: San Francisco (Lonely Planet San Francisco)
I want emails from Lonely Planet with travel and product information, promotions, advertisements, third-party offers, and
surveys. I can unsubscribe any time using the unsubscribe link at the end of all emails.
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